Get started

Global

Accelerate Your Kubernetes Implementation
on AWS with Heptio
Consulting Offer

Unlock the full potential of container orchestration
Adopt Kubernetes on Amazon Web Services (AWS) with Heptio Kubernetes Subscription (HKS).
HKS includes products, training, professional services, and support to simplify your implementation of
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS).

Benefits
■■ Access validated designs and expert guidance so you can

efficiently deploy Amazon EKS
■■ Begin by running your clusters in Amazon Elastic Compute

Key activities
Leverage validated designs, community tools and
expert guidance to deploy reliable, highly available
Kubernetes clusters on AWS.

Cloud (Amazon EC2) and Amazon EKS, or migrate them from
existing platforms
■■ Experience a strong baseline solution built on open-source

technology with the flexibility, customization, and support your
business needs

Work with Heptio experts to assess the best
cloud-native technologies to integrate with your
environment and meet business needs.

■■ Avoid the risk and cost of lock-in to a legacy distribution

Customer contribution
■■ Identify goals for Kubernetes deployment

Lean on 24/7 support to resolve problems, issue
patches, and integrate solutions into upstream
Kubernetes to benefit the community.

■■ Create one or more supported configurations of Kubernetes

up to 25 nodes for a proof-of-concept (PoC)
■■ Stand up Kubernetes on AWS and Amazon EKS clusters for use

in production

Customer ready solutions
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business
needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN) Partners
that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are
based on architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services
and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators
like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN
Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.
Heptio is an APN Technology Partner

Visit here for more information
*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply.
*Regional coverage available in North America & EMEA
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